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national consensus. Relatfvely sir:nple changes to Insurance regulation, for example, .ca.n eliminate the barri
ers to health insurance for people with pre-existlng medical conditions. The unemployed or people whose
employers do not provide health insurance should be able to deduct the full cost of their premiums. The
federal government could target its health spending to provide dlnlc:s in rural areas and inner cities where
access to health care remains a problem. Long~verdue reforms to medical malpractice law would help
lower insurance rates aaoss the. board. And a simplified, unifonn Insurance form would reduce paperwork.
another unnecessary irritant of the current system. All these smoalf steps would make health Insurance less
costly and health care easier to obtain.

Even where national health budgeting is concerned, there exist opportunities for slgnifiQlnt reform that do
not involve Great Society-scale upheaval. States might be permitted to operate Medicare and Medicaid pro
grams through managed care, for example, rather than through now-mandated fee-for-service plans -- and
thereby realize huge cost savings in their own budgets. (fhe Democratic: governor of Tennessee recently
applied for, and received, the necessary waiver of federal regulations to pursue just such a reform.) In fact,
there are all sorts of cumbersome and costly health care mandates and regulations now imposed on states;
they should be lifted to allow governors to allocate their federal programs in the most efficient way. The
potential savings from Medicare and Medicaid -- the engine of our esa.lating federal defICit -- are enormous.

These are hardly revolutionary or even visionary proposals. In fact, variations of these reforms have been
floating around the Congress for some time. Their simplicity and their lack of big-government ·sophistica
tion" stand in stark contrast to the extensive controls, reorganizing, standardization, and rationing that are at
the heart of president's Health Security Plan.

IV. LAYiNC GROUNDWORK FOR THE FUTURE
These may only be intermediate measures. A more ambitious agenda of free-market reforms remains open
for the future: medical lRAs, tax credits and vouchers for insurance, and the like. But Republleans must
recognize the policy and tactical risks involved in near-term advocac:y of sWeeping change, however -nstat it
might be in principle. The dinton pIan'S radicalism depends almo" entirely for Its ~uccess on persuading the
nation that American medicine is so broken that it must not just be fIXed, but replaced - wholesale and
immediately. And It would be aptty if the advancement of otherwise worthy Republican proposals gave
unintended support to the Democrats' slcy-is-falling rationale.

The more modest Republican reforms discussed earlier would haw the virtue of cooling the feverish atmos
phere -- fostered largely and deliberately by the Administration _. in which health care is currently discussed.
And they offer a potentially much larger benefit to the Republican Party as a model of future conseMtive
public policy: a practical vision of principled incrementalism. The character of Republican opposition to the
president's health care plan, properly pursued, has brOad implications. The party's goal, in health care and
In other policy areas, should be to make the case for limited govetnment while avoidlng.ithe, simple-mind
ed bean-counting, on the one hand, or Democrat-like utopian overreach pn the other. The tarcet of
Republican policy prescriptions must be the individual citizen, not some abstract 'system· in need of ham
fISted government repair. If we can, in this way, provide a principled alternative to the paternalistic experi.
mentalism that consistently underlies Democratic ideas of governance, Republicans will be poised to claim
the moral high ground In this and future debates.
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The first step in that process must be th~ unqualified political defeat of the Clinton health care proposal. Its
rejection by Congress and the public would be a monumental setback for the president, and an Incon.
testable piece of evidence that Democratic welfare-state liberalism remains firmly In retreat. Subsequent
replacement of the Clinton sCheme by a set of ever-more ambitious, free-market Initiatives would malee the
coming year's health policy debate a watershed in the resurgence of a newly bold and principled Repubncan
polities.


